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I spent three weeks in northwestern India. It’s a country that makes you feel small. There are so many places, so many colors,
sounds, smells, tastes and oh-so-many people. I take people-pictures and I rarely get tired of them, but by the end of the three
weeks, I felt wiped out. There weren’t 15 minutes of travel when I didn’t see another human. So many lives sweeping by you, blurring into this colorful pallette—an existence that is harsh, sweet, brutal, hopeful, corrupt, loving and, most of all, uniquely Indian.

India

This photo, along with three others in
the series (the dignified woman, the
laughing old man, and the man with
cataracts), were taken in the mountain town of Rohru. It was one of my
favorite days. The people in this town
obviously didn’t get to see white people
very much because we were backing up
traffic as they gawked and followed in a
crowd behind us. The woman here was
selling stuff underneath this rock overhang with a few older men. I motioned
for her to put her hand near her face
and this is what I got.
One of the big differences I noticed
between India and America is the lack
of diversity. Despite traveling almost
constantly, we could go days without
seeing anyone other than an Indian.
It was one of the few times in my life
where, because of my skin, I found it
impossible to blend in. The idea that I
was being labeled, sized up and judged
just because of my skin color and accent was really unnerving.
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I had heard that the women of India are
some of the most beautiful in the world.
And it is true that many of the women
on Indian TV are very pretty, and there
were some young women in villages and
cities that were appealing as well. But
age seems to ravage many women as early as thirty. Still, they maintain a quiet
dignity in their appearance. Whether
working in the fields, breaking rocks for
gravel by the side of the road or, like this
woman, working a booth in the market,
Indian women maintain an impeccably
clean appearance. It was always amazing
to see how spotless the women could
keep their clothes and themselves in
places that often just crawled with filth.
When I spotted this man, he was sitting
with some metal and tools and was just
the quintessential wrinkled-old-man
who I often found myself being drawn
to photograph. I walked over to him, but
not before a bunch of kids crowded in
behind him hoping to get in the picture.
He didn’t see me, but just saw this group
of kids come up behind him, making
faces, jumping up and down and putting
their arms around each other. Eventually,
they must have told him what was up,
because he turned and saw me and started hammering fiercely on some metal he
had at his feet. I took a photo and then
showed him. His face lit up, and when I
left he still hadn’t stopped smiling.
Having a digital camera was a mixed
blessing in India. It saved me hundreds
of dollars in processing what would have
been 50–75 rolls of film. It also gave me
a better idea of what I was getting with
each shot so I could make adjustments
during the trip. At times, the best part
was that I could show people their
picture and see their reaction (excitement
for some, mild approval from others and
uncontrollable laughter from still others).
But sometimes being able to show
people their picture was a nightmare.
More than once, I was mobbed by kids
and adults alike, wanting me to take
their pictures, wanting to see the results
and wanting me to somehow give them
the photos. Try explaining that you are
shooting digital pictures that you will
burn to a DVD, and will print only a
handful a few months later after you
have a chance to edit them, all through
hand gestures.
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(Opposite) I only took one frame of this man and it was one of
my favorite pictures from the entire trip. It looks like I posed
him, but I didn’t.
I love his pose, which is complemented by his wrinkles,
white hair, and shiny balding head, but most of all, his one eye
with cataract. He was one of many old men I saw with cataracts
and was drawn to photograph, yet I also felt guilty about it
because of their obvious malady.
One of the saddest things in India was seeing people with
health problems. With poor health care and vast poverty, these
Indians were left to live out their days blind, crippled or worse.
So often I see people like Bono campaigning for AIDS relief
or other famous people preaching against world hunger and
sickness, but it always seems so far away—both physically and
emotionally. The draw of available material goods in America
has done a good job of making me ignore the rest of the world’s
needs. But seeing people—who you may have only seen on a
flickering TV screen—up close and hurting from things that
are preventable, makes me continue to question a lot of things
in my middle-class American life.
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(Below) Usually, the warmest greeting you will ever get as a
foreigner is from children, and India was no exception. For
this photo I went the opposite way of our group—something
I made a habit of—and stumbled across a little school where
I was allowed to take pictures during lunchtime. The other
two pictures of kids were taken on the streets. I think they give
a pretty good impression of kids’ lives in India. Upper and
middle class children are being told that education is the way
out of the circle of survival and into the circle of affluence; the
lower classes are—with a few growing exceptions—destined to
lives of extreme poverty and hardship; and finally those who
aren’t poor, but who will never really get ahead, are expected
to find jobs or husbands that may give them the ability to
survive, but no chance to dream beyond what is right in front
of them.
I often found myself away from the group, playing with
kids. Many times it was a cricket game that I got caught up in,
sometimes volleyball and sometimes just making stupid faces.
There is something both beautiful and humbling about seeing
kids with pretty much nothing—living in what Americans
would consider crazy poverty—having so much fun that the
smiles plastered on their faces just won’t go away. The fact
that they can be so happy even for a short time with so little
(whether they had any idea how little they really have or not,
I was never sure) reminded me again that happiness is not
dictated by things.
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One night I talked with the man who ran
the company that did all our trip-planning
and logistics. We talked about everything
from Gandhi to Dell, but one thing that
stood out was the idea of survival in India.
He told me how Indians are not dreamers
like Americans. In India, they are survivors.
You see very little uniqueness. It was common to see ten shoe shops all displaying
the same items, lining a street side-by-side.
And this was not confined to shoe sales,
every business was pretty much like that.
When I saw this picture somehow it
reminded me of that. I probably saw a
hundred cobblers like this in three weeks.
All had the same tools, the same dirty,
street-side setup and many had the same
look as this man. What really strikes me
about this picture is that I can see myself in
his face. I know that look of both sadness
and boredom is exactly what I would have
if I were in his position.

Whenever you go to another country you spend a fair amount of time trying to figure out what in the world things cost in
American money. When I found out that an average daily wage for a man doing physical labor like this is between 100 and 150
rupees, I quickly tried to calculate how many dollars that would be (about $3 a day).
There is no shortage of people to fill these low-paying jobs. It was common to see women and children by the side of the road
sitting on a mound of rocks breaking them to make gravel, or to see old men working in teams of two, one pushing the shovel
into the ground, the other pulling the shovel with the dirt out of the ground by a rope connected to the shaft of the shovel. Large
building equipment and tractors are rare; manpower is king. This is sort of a mixed blessing. Considering how many people there
are who need jobs, money and food, it is probably a good thing.
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This shot was taken at the Golden Temple
in Amritsar, the holiest place for Sikhs.
Surrounding the temple are tons of booths
trying to sell all kinds of souvenirs, food
and other items that tourists snatch up.
The chaos of the selling, the food, the
masses of people—the beggars and people
come to worship—reminded me of the
story of Jesus throwing people out of the
temple. There is very little holy about a
tourist attraction, and I couldn’t help but
think that is what the Golden Temple had
become and what the temple in Jerusalem
must have become.
In spite of the chaos of the temple and
tourist market, I think I was able to find
something unspoiled, something holy and
pure. I found it in the eyes of this child.
Maybe that is why Jesus wanted the little
children to come to Him; they were the
holiest, the purest, the closest thing to
heaven that He could find on earth.
To me, this final picture represents the horrifically poor of
India. These are the faceless people. The ones who, for reasons
I can’t begin to understand, have been sentenced to a life so
utterly opposite of mine that I can’t even imagine it.
Our Indian guides warned us about all the beggars, who
we were told to pass by without making eye contact so they
wouldn’t mob us. The idea that we were just supposed to turn
our eyes from humans like that was startling at first, but after a
week or so started to feel very normal, which was perhaps one
of the scariest things of the trip for me. What was the difference
between them and me? What gives some of us lives of privilege
and play and others the lives that these people had?
Christians give great speeches on being Christ-like, on
helping others live a life of faith. I have often been moved by
these talks as I sat in a cushioned pew in a multimillion-dollar
church. I walk out with this “hooray, go-eliminate-all-evilin-the-world” feeling. Then I go drown it in a lunch that is
probably twice as much as I should be eating. By the time I
wake up from my afternoon nap, it is hard for me to recall
the specifics of the morning talk. I could say that this means I
need to try harder, or that Christianity is filled with a bunch of
people giving a lot of lip service and not much actual service.
That has been said a lot though (often by me), and the criticism
hasn’t done any good that I can see. Maybe it isn’t criticism or
some grand plan for action that is needed to make things better.
Maybe what I need is the inability to look away when someone
I pass needs help, the inability to close my eyes and press on.
Stopping can be so hard, but I think I need to do it a lot more.

At 22, Daniel Bedell thinks he might want to be a writer/photographer when he grows up, but is still working on that. In the meantime, he enjoys sports,
reading, writing, meeting people, sleeping, eating popsicles and sleeping some more. You can see more of Daniel’s work at www.danielbedell.com.
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